1966 mustang 302

Right off the bat, I want to tell you that this is one of the hardest sections I have had to organize.
There is so much information and it spans so many years, that much of the information changes
from year to year, while other information remains static. So the information at the top will be
easy to understand, but the specifications at the bottom for engine rebuilders may be a little
complex. I also may have to reorganize as I add the 5. The cubic inch engine was introduced in
to the Mustang. Although it is a derivative of the mustang, some parts are not interchangeable.
In fact the block of a cannot be used without some machining. Since the crankshaft is larger, it
requires a notched out section in the engine sidewall to allow the connecting rod end bolts to
pass. If you are unsure of the parts you are using to build an engine, check tolerances carefully.
Both are built well and will run forever if you treat them right. I have put well over , miles on a
with minor problems and good maintenance. I have also owned a , and , CID engine. They all
pull strong and have lasted. Good maintenance as with everything is the key. All engines with
the exception of the Tunnel Port and the Boss have 2 bolt mains. The Tunnel port has 4 bolt
mains and the Boss has 4 bolt mains and is cross bolted as well. Of all the engines, only the
Boss had solid adjustable lifters all others had hydraulic lifters. On the distributor side of the
equation, the Boss utilized a dual point, vacuum advance distributor with RPM limits of 5,, in
and 6,, in However, for reasons unknown to consumers an anemic was offered again in through
In , it was stopped and came back in with the moniker of 5. I will attempt to provide information
on the birth, evolution, disappearance, resurrection and final death of the 5. Very few other
engines have had a life span of about 30 years. This is a testament of the quality and
performance of this engine. This also explains why there is a great abundance of after market
parts available at very reasonable prices. The had a late Ford blue engine block color and late
Ford blue valve covers. The 5. Some later 5. Chevrolet was about to get involved in a very big
way. Vince Piggins at Chevrolet saw the great potential for sales of Camaros by racing in the
Trans Am series. The Camaros had a clear horse power advantage over the Mustangs. The
ports and valves in the heads were too small to produce the horsepower needed. The best head
available was the high performance heads with small valves and ports. The new Ford would be
ideal for Trans-Am racing since it was under the cid limit of class limit, but the hi-po heads
would be too restrictive on the longer stroke of the block. Ford started a crash development
program to fix the problem at Ford Engine and Development during This effort would lead to
development of the Boss in Ford worked around the clock to increase the flow of the heads.
Ford engineers developed a new head with straight intake ports and pushrod tubes running
through the port instead of the conventional bend around the pushrods. The intake valves were
a huge 2. Exhaust valves were 1. Each port feed an individual cylinder. The overhead valve
pushrod engines competed for space with the intake ports. Conventional design places the
pushrods along side a rectangular shaped intake port. These ports also steer around the
pushrods. The Ford tunnel-port design runs the pushrod through the center of a round intake
port, within a thin wall tube. The ports flow better due to their round shape and straight path.
This design was first used on the , and then in on a special These round intake ports were 3.
The Tunnel Port cylinder heads feature 2. By comparison, the High Performance engine used 1.
These large valves completely filled the wedge shaped combustion chamber. Two Autolite
carburetors were used on the street version. The race version featured domed pistons, yielding
a compression ratio of The nodular cast iron rocker arms were shaft mounted, similar to those
used on the Y-block V Lubrication for these shaft mounted rockers required a special block with
revised oil passages. Also used was a special road racing style 8-quart oil pan. Some used an
early transistorized ignition. The street version used flat-top piston, for The engine was
complete with thermactor emissions control hardware, Hi-Po style exhaust manifolds, and a
thermostatic clutch radiator fan. As used in Trans Am competition the engines produced
approximately bhp with an 8, rpm redline. You have to finish races to win them, though. Engine
failure after engine failure keep the Mustangs from finishing the races. After a very
disappointing racing season Ford designed a new engine specifically for F. Trans Am
competition in , the Boss The engine was introduced on April 17, About 8, Boss engines were
built. The Boss block was essentially the next generation of High Performance hardware, but
features a forged steel crankshaft, 4-bolt main caps, and screw-in freeze plugs. These
modifications were developed as part of the Tunnel Port design. The real magic of the Boss
engines came from the canted-valve Cleveland cylinder heads. While the Boss was normally
considered a with Cleveland heads, these canted-valve heads were used first on the Boss
before the rest of the Cleveland was developed. As fitted to the Boss, the heads feature steel
spring seats, screw-in rocker studs, pushrod guide plates, and adjustable rocker arms. The
Boss and C-4V head casting were the same except for a minor difference in water passages.
Camshafts were quite similar to the Hi-Po. Due to the larger Cleveland-style heads, the Boss
weighs somewhat more than the normal , tipping the scales at lbs. Designed for the road racing

environment, the engines featured a scraper style windage tray. This tray attached to four
special main cap bolts with small threaded holes in their heads. Reading Ford V8 Engines.
Share Tweet. See all results. Weekly Mustang News Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals
and events each week. Cool Mustang stuff. No crap, we promise. This site uses cookies: Find
out more. Okay, thanks. Most noticeably, a floating horse was added to the front grille. Now a
chrome trim was used on the wheel. Different upholstery patterns and colors were available in
the interior of the Mustang along with a five-dial instrument cluster. Padded sun visors were
standard on every Mustang. Standard engine for the Mustang continued to be the ci six-cylinder
with the three-speed manual transmission. The Mustang body was almost identical to the
Mustang. Because of the extremely high demand for the cars, Ford could barely keep up with
demand by running full speed in three assembly plants. Most body panels are identical. The
front headlight buckets and hood are different. Other differences are in electrical and running
gear parts. The grille on the consisted of a series of horizontal chrome bars and in the center
was a running horse in a corral. The horizontal and vertical bars were removed. The padded sun
visors became standard in The standard engines in Mustangs were the CU, in-line six cylinders.
They had a 9. If you ordered the sprint package, a chrome air cleaner topped off the carburetor.
The optional V-8s in were the ci 2bbl engine rated at hp engines and then the ci 4bbl hp engine.
The 2bbl engine produced horsepower with the use a an Autolite 2bbl carburetor. Valve sizes in
all the engines were identical. The 4bbl engine produced horsepower through the use of higher
compression heads and a 4 barrel carburetor. The HiPo engine had solid lifters, a different low
resistance exhaust manifold, and higher compression. If you bought the HiPo engine, you had
to get the 4-speed transmission. The default transmission was the 3 speed. However for a few
measly dollars more one could buy either an automatic transmission or a 4-speed manual
tranny. Most cars in were ordered or equipped with the Cruise-O-Matic transmission. The
second most ordered transmission was the standard 3-speed. Interiors for consisted of the
standard or plain Jane interiors, which by standards of the day were still fancy and the deluxe
interior decor group became known as the Pony Interior. The pony interior as in , had embossed
ponies running across the back of the seats, and a 5 cluster instrument panel which was
standard in The fastbacks had 2 seats in the front and a fold down seat in the back. Fastbacks
were also were available with the deluxe interior option. However, fastbacks only received the
running horses on the front seats, the back seats were plain. Wood grain steering wheels were
priced out of the market as well. Mustang seats have a woven pattern whereas the seats were
smooth. The fastback has a new and different style of seat latch for the folding rear seat option.
Door handles and window cranks remain unchanged. The GT option was again offered in it
consisted of; manual front disc brakes, grille mounted fog lights, with grill bar, GT gas cap,
F70x14 tires, GT rocker paint stripes, GT side emblems, special exhaust trumpets protruding
through the rear valance, Special handling components, Standard 5 gauge instrument cluster.
An additional option was the Rally-Pac. There were two styles made, one for the 5 dial
instrument cluster and one for the 4 dial instrument cluster. These original Rally-Packs are few
and far between. Finding an original one today is a rare find indeed. A special handling package
was available for the and hp Mustangs. Since it was included with the GT group, all hp engines
already had this installed by default. The special handling package consisted of; Increased rate
front and rear springs, Heavy duty shock absorbers, 22 to 1 steering ratio and larger diameter
front stabilizer bar. HiPo cars received a 9 inch differential with gear ratios of either 3. Hi
performance vehicles received All early Mustang six cylinder engines had a 4 lug 4. Optional
tires were 7. V8 cars could order an optional 14x All 8 cylinder engines used 5 lug pattern on
their rims. Starting in , V8 cars standard rims were the 4. The 15 inch option was dropped and
late hi performance cars used 14 inch rims and dual red line sidewall tires. Several special
edition Mustangs and packages were sold in We have summarized each of the special editions
below but for more details definitely dive into the specific posts for each one. The GTH Shelbys
came with gold stripes, except for early white Hertz cars which were produced with blue stripes.
Most of these cars were painted black with gold stripes. Few received the 4-speed manual
transmission, although the vast majority contained the automatic transmission. The GTH came
standard with chrome magnum wheels. Learn more about the Shelby GT They also had many
factory modifications that are hard to duplicate after production. Because different plants
produced Mustangs in different ways, not all rules are firm and fast. The GT must have a dual
exhaust system with exhaust trumpeters that exit through a special rear valance with 2 exhaust
openings. Because of these exhaust openings, the rear bumper guards were omitted. The
bracket bolt holes were sealed with small rubber plugs. To accommodate the dual exhaust,
special exhaust hangar reinforcements were used on the rear hangars behind the rear seats.
Learn more about the The GT Package. The only things special about these cars is their colors
and a special brass shield that was attached to the front fenders above the word Mustang.

However, these were special colors and not available on any other Mustang. There were only
cars made, of that number were coupes,20 were fastbacks, and 39 were convertibles. If you are
looking for one of these, they were built only in San Jose Plant, have a date code of 15G , and
have a six digit DSO code that started with 51 02nn. They were shipped by train to Denver where
they were re-shipped to dealers in Colorado, Nebraska and Wyoming. The Million Mustang Sale
was a promotion that ran in The event was celebrated with major ad and sales campaigns
across the country. It ran during the early part of the model year and applied to all body styles
and engine options. Essentially you got a bunch of optional upgrades at a special price as part
of this promotion. Most notably, any Mustang in this special got a cool personalized dash plate.
Learn more about the Million Mustang Sale. Known as the The Sprint , the package was offered
mid and was a sporty package specifically designed for the base cubic inch 6 cylinder engine.
Lots of inventory on hand and a focus on sales growth were key drivers of the creation of this
package. The Anniversary Gold Edition was a limited edition, special-order Mustang. Although
never confirmed, it is believed that only 50 units were ever made and only five exist today. This
is one of the rarest Mustangs around. It was part of the Million Mustang Sale event. The
Anniversary Gold Mustangs were all hardtops and came with the C-code cubic inch 2-barrel V8
engine and automatic transmission. The interior was also upgraded and it came with cool
looking steel-styled wheels and a unique Anniversary Edition Gold paint job. Learn more about
the Mustang Anniversary Gold Edition. Mustangs exported to Germany were named the T-5
Mustang. The T-5 emblem could be found on both fenders. The Mustang name was already
registered in Germany by Krupp truck manufacturer but there was a strong appetite for
Mustangs especially from the US Servicemen stationed there. T5 has no specific meaning but it
was the original project name for the Mustang in the early s. Sales of some special edition
Mustang models were limited to a specific geographical region. Available only on a Sprint
Mustang with the six-cylinder engine, the package consisted of Thunderbird Silver Mink special
paint and a black vinyl roof. For more detailed options and pricing, please check out our pricing
and options research. A
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total of 23 exterior colors were offered for the Mustang model year. For detailed colors, color
palettes, codes and interior colors please check out our in depth colors information post. The
two engines in a total of four configurations were available. Specs were as following. For more
information on engines for , you can find the information here. Frankly, getting accurate
performance data for the Mustang is nearly impossible. We managed to find some great video
reviews of the Mustang so definitely check those out. We also have a picture Ford Mustang
Picture Gallery and photos of real Mustangs in each color that was available. Share Tweet. First
Gen Mustang. See all results. Weekly Mustang News Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals
and events each week. Cool Mustang stuff. No crap, we promise. Please confirm deletion. There
is no undo! Cancel Delete. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. Body Styles:.
Coupe, Convertible, Fastback. Original Price:. Units Produced:.

